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Rene and Art Kimura’s RetirementRene and Art Kimura’s Retirement

By: Linda Martel 
Former Communications/Webmaster at Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

      Rene Kimura and Art Kimura are two individuals whose personal and 
professional partnership brings so much energy into our lives that they should 
be listed in the dictionary as major renewable energy sources. Day in, day 
out this dynamic duo of educators/cultural ambassadors generates what I call 
people-power including teamwork, problem-solving skills, empathy, communi-
cation, curiosity, responsible stewardship, and a can-do attitude. You’ll recog-
nize these as skills today’s students need as they mature into tomorrow’s in-
novators and leaders -- and the very skills incorporated into the STEM projects 
established and led by the Kimuras for the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium. 
       Through their work as Educational Specialists with HSGC for 20+ years, 
Rene and Art create, implement, and support educational and outreach 
projects with NASA resources that cover STEM topics, particularly space ex-
ploration and robotics. I’ve seen their work in action since I met them in 
the early 1990s on my first project at the Hawaiʻi Institute of Geophysics 
and Planetology (HIGP) at UH Mānoa. With HIGP Professor Jeff Taylor, we 
wrote a teacher’s guide for NASA about studying lunar samples returned 
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by the Apollo astronauts. We moved on to projects helping students 
learn about the Moon, Mars, and asteroids that included bringing 
high school students to the university for hands-on lab experience. 
       And under the Kimuras’ tutelage, I’ve had the amazing ex-
perience of volunteering at robotics tournaments where I 
couldn’t help marvel at all the talented students in the are-
nas and at the non-stop energy of all the coaches, parents, and 
other volunteers who Rene and Art managed to keep in mo-
tion and on schedule quite like space mission flight directors. 
      The cover story in the Winter 2008 edition of our Na Nu-
aka’i Newsletter highlighted the Kimuras’ “space education odys-
sey,” and featured one of their wildly successful projects called 
Future Flight Hawaiʻi. Each year it combined an immersive, hands-
on space camp for students with a continuing-education science 
experience for the teachers who developed the curriculum and 
delivered the program. The 2008 story reported that the many ed-
ucational and outreach projects involving the Kimuras reached an 
estimated 150,000 students, their parents, and teachers! This im-
pressive number continues to grow with many more STEM events, 
some of which include international participants. These events, 
designed to give the youth of Hawaiʻi opportunities to meet and 
work with peers from other places, have included students who 
traveled from Japan, China, India, and Canada. In 2020 the pop-
ular Astronaut Lacy Veach Day of Exploration normally held on 
Oʻahu each year with 600 participants was held virtually for the 
first time and drew participants from Canada, Japan, and multi-
ple states. This quick change from a hands-on event to a virtual 
platform shows another example of the creativity and profession-
al agility that Rene, Art, and the talented teams of co-producers 
(teachers, engineers, and scientists) devote day in, day out to the 
outstanding variety of HSGC educational and outreach projects. 
      On the eve of their retirements from HSGC, I want to ac-
knowledge and thank Rene and Art for nurturing the innate curiosity 
we all have about the world and space around us, for teaching by 
example, and for bringing bright energy to each and every event and 
personal encounter. We are inspired by your enthusiasm for teach-
ing and learning, and HSGC is excited to keep the momentum going. 

“ Hi Art & Rene,

      I knew that this day was coming, but 

it is one that I wish would never come. You 

guys have been inspirational to everyone 

but to me especially. Your smile, warmth, 

wit, and humor while delivering wisdom 

and direction has been something that I 

have tried to emulate. Families always 

work better together, and you and Art have 

made the Space Grant office feel like fam-

ily. I could not have achieved the rocket 

launch without your examples of hard work, 

dedication, happiness, and the demon-

strated ability to always reach “that 

much” farther. You will be our first Space 

Grant Emeritus, and we hope to see you in 

the office very often.

        “Thank you” seems like a small ex-

pression in this case, but Thank You from 

all that you have inspired, including me! ”  

 - Luke Flynn, HSGC Director

Rene and Art Kimura Retirement Party

NASA Road Tour - 2018: (Left to Right) 
Luke Flynn, Joeletta Patrick, Marcia Rei Nii, 

Rene & Art Kimura

Art & Rene Kimura Plaque Award
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“ A huge mahalo for all the laughs, the great times, 
and the learning experiences!:) It was a pleasure getting 
to work alongside in the events you’ve coordinated and 
it was inspiring to watch you two lead and help so many 
students grow (myself included!). ” -Melissa Yago, Former 

“ Thank you Art & Rene for your dedication and gener-
osity! Robotics teams throughout Asia and the Pacific are 
grateful for your guidance and support! ”     
                                - Andy Lee, President of IFI (HK) Ltd.

“ Thank you for the priceless memories. Through you I ex-
perienced many once in a lifetime opportunities and met 
so many nice people. I am interested to see your next chap-
ter in your “retirement.” Keep in touch.  Mahalo for the 
memories! ”    - Anne Torige, Librarian, Kalani High

“ AMAZING human beings!!!!  Truly.  100%!  Words cannot 
express just how much impact you have made on so many 
lives!!!!  I love you both and I wish you only the best. ” 

- Michielle Palmquist, Teacher at Columbus City Schools

I C H I G O  I C H I E
“Once in a lifetime encounter to be cherished”

一期一会

MOST INSPIRATIONAL
EDUCATION SPECIALISTS

Art & Rene 
Kimura

of service with HSGC inspiring the next 
generation of students to dream big. 

27 Years
T H A N K  YO U  FO R

1 9 9 4  -  2 0 2 1
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“ Hey....we’re headed for the future! I will remember the 

words to this epic Neil Diamond song for the rest of my life! 

They bring back great memories - of meeting with you for the 

first time, visiting your Future Flight program on Hawai’i is-

land (and being awed and inspired) then having the privilege 

of working for the last residential program, being part of the 

many science workshops put together by you, getting involved 

in and helping students to be inspired to explore STEM through 

robotics. And who can forget Japan?! It’s been a wonderful ??? 

years, and I will carry these precious memories in my heart. 

You are truly living treasures! ”                                            

             - Carole Kono, Robotics Coach, Gus Webing Elementary

“ Thank you Art and Rene for everything and please enjoy 

your retirements (though I have a feeling we’ll all still be 

seeing you both everywhere lol). Many of us truly look up to 

you (I hope that my wife and I can someday become the “Art 

and Rene Kimura” of Molokai) and want to have the same 

impact on our students as we all have had from you! ” 

- Edwin Christian Mendija, Robotics Coach, Molokaʻi High

“ Congratulations on your retirement. Art, I will never for-

get how you furnished my kindergarten classroom with all I 

needed. They sure don’t make administrators like they used 

to. Enjoy your retirement, you both surely deserve it. ” 

- Laurisa Nishimoto, Student Services, Keaau Elementary

“ Hanahou what you said and more... the support and care 

from the kimura’s!!!! Amazing ... blessings upon blessings 

on your retirement but really- it means you’ll be busier!!! 

Watch!!!! ”                        - Lila Camarillo Parong,

                          Waiākea Intermediate Ukulele Band Director
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“ Art and Rene, good luck on your hard pivot into retire-
ment. You both have been shining stars at HSGC and I am 
sad we didn’t have more time together. We’ll miss you 
dearly but I’m excited for your upcoming adventures! ” 
                   - Frances Zhu, HSGC Deputy Director

“ Thank you for sharing with all of us your experienc-
es, and opportunities to inspire our students, fellow 
colleagues, and myself over the years. ”

- Glenn Lee, WHIS Teacher

“ Art & Rene! You gave me an opportunity to MC an event, 
and it all eventually led up to me saying, “I’m a world 
championship MC!”, and now it’s also, “I work for ESPN 
Honolulu!” I cannot thank you both enough and I hope you 
have the happiest and grandest of retirements! ”   
                                      - Keagan Ohta, ESPN MC

“ I admire your dedication and particularly Rene’s per-

vasive humor which enlightened many of our gatherings. 

I enjoyed being with you as a part of a team through the 

activites of HSGC advances equity and provides new op-

portunities for those who need them most. ” 

                          - Peter Englert, HSGC URI Associate Director

“ Thank you for all you have done for the students, 
teachers and mentors!!!  You have given so much to 
so many people and we can never thank you enough.  
Thank you for supporting me from the 1st year of 
me taking over the Pearl City High School Robotics 
Program.  I don’t think I would have lasted this long 
without your guidance and support.  Without you, 
I don’t think I could have offered a wonderful and 
meaningful experience for my students through ro-
botics. ”

- Hai Nguyen, PCHS Teacher

“ Happy retirement!!! You guys have been so nice 
and awesome to us. ”             - Kaleo Donahue
         Robotics Coach, Waianae Intermediate
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 HIGHER EDUCATION
“The View from the Pipeline” 

By: Brialyn Onodera, Former HSGC Fellow

         I was born and raised on the Big Island, where I graduated 

from Kamehameha Schools, and became interested in astron-

omy through community events such as the Ellison Onizuka 

Day of Exploration. Although I opted to study engineering, my 

initial interest in astronomy fueled my passion and enthusiasm 

for space observation, and in 2016, I was given two opportuni-

ties to explore this interest. I participated in a summer intern-

ship at the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) through 

the Akamai Workforce Initiative and worked on a year-long 

fellowship with the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium (HSGC). 

     My internship with DKIST involved working with William 

McBride studying how vibration transfers within the observa-

tory facility, and how it affects observing. In addition to the 

research I completed, my time at DKIST helped me form a 

connection with the staff and get hands-on experience work-

ing in the high-altitude environment of the summit of Hale-

akala. Next, my work with Dr. Weilin Qu for HSGC aimed to 

study if microchannel heat sinks could be used in spacecraft 

applications by investigating “Body Force Effects on Flow 

Boiling Heat Transfer in Microchannels.” These were some of 

my earliest experiences in applying engineering concepts to 

mostly self-guided projects, collecting and analyzing data, 

and presenting conclusions drawn from the experimental 

process. I graduated with my B.S. in mechanical engineering

from UH Mānoa in 2017, and through the relation-

ships I built, along with the work I did with heat trans-

fer, I could secure a position as an assistant engineer 

working on the Facility Thermal Systems at DKIST.

      My early work at the telescope primarily focused on 

learning about the design of the complex thermal systems 

that were in the process of being fabricated and assembled. 

Eventually, I was promoted to mechanical engineer and 

branched out to work on a variety of projects with my peers. 

On any given day, I will prioritize different projects and tasks 

depending on their urgency, or other work going on during 

the day. One of the most prevalent ongoing projects is un-

derstanding vibration sources and the resulting mechanical 

response from structures within the telescope, which is par-

tially a continuation of the internship I had worked on in 2016 

through Akamai. Although there are so many different proj-

ects continually ongoing, I find the work engaging and feel 

fortunate to have constant support from my coworkers and 

peers. I consider this the most positive aspect of my work, 

but what I love the most is that I am able to continue to live 

in Hawaiʻi whilst contributing to such an amazing project. 

Brialyn Onodera

Brialyn at the Daniel K. Inouye 
Solar Telescope (DKIST)
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SUCCESS STORY-  Christopher Nguyen
Following HSGC's previous fellows, trainees and interns - Where are they now?

               My name is Christopher Nguyen and I am a Program Manag-

er at Microsoft. Prior to Microsoft, I was a Software Developer 

for IBM. In my senior year at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, 

I worked on a project courtesy of the HSGC and NASA Space 

Grant program under the mentorship of Norbert Schorghofer. 

      Throughout my Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 fellowship 

period, I worked with Diviner data from the NASA Lunar Re-

connaissance Orbiter. Diviner is a NASA instrument that mea-

sures temperatures on the Moon. Since July 2009, the Diviner 

has produced one dataset for every 10 minutes of every day 

with each data file containing 800,000+ lines of data. On the 

moon, there are regions that are cold enough to host deposits 

of water ice. These regions with long-lasting water ice depos-

its are known as “cold traps.” The goal of my project was to 

create scalable tools that read and process temperature data 

in parallel to quickly map potential cold traps on the Moon. 

speed up data processing. This project allowed me to ap-

ply Computer Science concepts to solve a real-life problem.

Computer Science emphasizes optimal runtime and efficient 

computational operations. With this research project, I was 

able to put theory into practice by using threads, multipro-

cessing, and web-based cloud computing for the first time 

outside of schoolwork. In addition, I was able to create 

tools that can scale to the Diviner’s many terabytes of data. 

      My participation in the NASA Space Grant Fellowship 

program has given my resume a significant boost that has 

allowed me to interview for software and management roles 

at companies such as Amazon, Apple, and Google. The work 

I did involving web-based cloud computing was relevant to 

what I did at my first job after college at IBM where I worked 

on Watson Studio—A suite of data science tools hosted on the 

cloud and used by many businesses such as American Airlines, 

Bank of America, and EY. This project also gave me an early 

glimpse into software project management because I had to 

consider constraints such as time, cost, and scope as well 

as translating scientific requirements to technical specifica-

tions—Challenges that many Computer Science students are 

not exposed to inside the classroom. Currently, I am a Program 

Manager for Microsoft driving next-generation Windows de-

veloper experiences with an emphasis on student developers.

Christopher Nguyen

The NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbitter

      Thanks to the funding from HSGC and the NASA Space 

Grant program, I was able to use multiple Amazon Web 

Services cloud configurations to host Diviner data and 

      To say that the NASA Space Grant Fellowship opens 

doors would be an understatement. It is an amazing pro-

gram that I recommend to everyone pursuing a career 

or interest in STEM. I am grateful for the HSGC and the 

NASA Space Grant program for all the amazing opportu-

nities that it has already given me and will give me in the 

future. Award-winning singer and songwriter Jason Derulo 

once said that “the sky’s the limit.” With the NASA Space 

Grant Fellowship, the sky is not the limit—the universe is.

Cold trap comparison for 2009 (left) and 2010-2016 (right). 
The cold traps in the 2009 temperature map are larger 

By: Christopher Nguyen, Former HSGC Fellow
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      After I graduated from UH Mānoa with my M.S. degree 

in Earth and Planetary Science in December of 2020, I had 

the amazing opportunity to spend two semesters as a virtual 

intern at NASA’s Ames Research Center in the Aeromechanics 

Branch. After the success of the Ingenuity helicopter, which 

was taken to Mars aboard the Perseverance rover and which 

demonstrated the first successful controlled flight on another 

planet, it is clear that rotorcraft could offer many advan-

tages over traditional rovers in the exploration of Mars and 

other planets in our Solar System. For example, rotorcraft 

can more efficiently travel large distances by simply flying 

over obstacles such as large boulders and uneven terrain. 

They can also fly down into craters or up tall cliff faces that 

rovers cannot reach. During my two internships, my task 

was to work with engineers at Ames and their colleagues 

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory to help bridge the gap be-

tween next-generation planetary rotorcraft technology and 

the potential science that could be done with it on Mars. 

Internship Experiences at NASA AMES Research Center
By: Mackenzie Lach, Former HSGC NASA Intern

Mackenzie Lach

A conceptual design of the Mars Science Helicopter, 
a next-generation Martian rotorcraft. 

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

I researched the feasibilities of including various instruments 

on a Martian rotorcraft payload, taking into account things like 

the size and weight of the instruments and their potential for 

returning valuable science. Additionally, I produced several 

plausible routes a mission could take, which is a complex task 

that requires consideration of mission timing and duration, lo-

cation of science targets and hazards, and available solar en-

ergy along the route. Another intern and I are currently writ-

ing a paper discussing the scientific and engineering potential 

for mounting a robotic arm on a rotorcraft; we successfully 

submitted the abstract to the Transformative Vertical Flight 

2022 conference last summer, at which we intend to present 

our work early next year. We are eagerly looking forward to 

this opportunity, as it will be our first conference experience.

Representation of the Perseverance Rover’s robotic 
arm in action. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

      My time at NASA Ames has proven to be a fantastic 

and highly worthwhile transition from my M.S. work to the 

research I am beginning as an astronomy Ph.D. student at 

UC Irvine. At UH, I used orbital data taken of Mars’ glob-

al gravity field to constrain properties of its crust beneath 

Elysium Mons, one of Mars’ largest volcanoes. The Mars 

knowledge base that I gained during my M.S. proved in-

valuable in my NASA internship, and I expanded it quite 

a bit. Now, at UC Irvine, I have switched my research fo-

cus from Solar System planets to exoplanets, and I am in-

volved with a project to develop a new instrument for the 

Keck Observatory to directly image exoplanets. I am con-

fident that the research skills I have honed during my in-

ternship and the insights I have gained into mission planning 

and development will help me navigate my new program. 

I am also very excited to be continuing my work on Mars 

rotorcraft missions at NASA Ames as a part-time contracted 

employee; I can’t wait to see what role rotorcraft will play 

in the future of planetary exploration at Mars and beyond!
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Samuel Dobry, a senior in Me-

chanical Engineering, worked with 

mentor Dr. Mehrdad Nejhad, Depart-

ment of Engineering. His work focused 

on utilizing a commercial liquid depo-

sition modeling machine and modifying 

its components to successfully manufac-

ture ceramic nanocomposites employ-

ing ceramic nano-paste. The research 

was conducted with the Hawaiʻi Nanotechnology Laboratory.

Undergraduate  Programs:  Research Interns, Trainees, and Felllows

UH Mānoa Interns  
Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Tyler Bagnall, a Senior in Me-

chanical Engineering, worked on a 

project to develop continuous fi-

ber ceramic nanocomposites for 

the design and manufacturing of a 

12U CubeSat Housing Structure.  He 

was guided by Dr. Mehrdad Nejhad 

of the Department of Engineering.

Andrew Bailey, a senior in Astro-

phyisics, worked with mentor Dr. Peter 

Englert of the Hawaiʻi Institute of Geo-

physics and Planetology. His project 

was on evaluating the formation and 

conducting spectroscopic analysis of 

seasonal ponds in Antarctica, such as 

Don Quixote Pond, as Mars analogs. 

Lynzee Hoegger, a senior  in 

Astrophysics, worked with mentor 

Dr. Duncan Farrah of the Depart-

ment of Physics and Astronomy.  The 

project aimed to determine the ac-

curacy of the classical black hole 

model, based on research from the 

1960s, as compared to one of the 

GeODE (Generic Objects of Dark 

Energy) models researched at the University of Hawaiʻi.  

Michael Ito, a senior in Math and 

Computer Science, worked with men-

tor Dr. Peter Sadowski of the Depart-

ment of Information and Computer 

Science. His project focused on a deep 

learning approach to the Stoke’s Inver-

sion Problem which involved research-

ing convolutional neural networks to 

more accurately and quickly make 

spectro-polarimetric observations and predictions of the sun.

Alayna Espeseth, a senior in 

Environmental Earth Science, worked 

on a project to evaluate the differ-

ences between the elevation data of 

various parts of Oʻahu with the use 

of GEDI data and airborne lidar data.  

The proposed research is to improve 

applications of current GEDI data for 

terrain elevation and canopy ver-

tical height estimation in the tropics. Her mentor was Dr. 

Qi Chen of the Department of Geology and Geophysics.

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Chinenye Ndili, a junior in 

Computer Science, worked on a proj-

ect to detect ocean phenomena from 

satellites using artificial intelligence 

(AI).  One objective is to improve 

upon an existing ML (Machine Learn-

ing) model to detect ocean imag-

es.  He was guided by his mentor Dr. 

Peter Sadowski of the Department of Computer Science.
Spring 2021

UH Mānoa Trainee Interns
Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Kalà imoana Garcia, a senior 

in Geology and Geophysics, worked 

with mentor Dr. Frances Zhu of the 

Department of Hawaiʻi Institute of 

Geophysics and Planetology.  Her 

work involved creating an attitude 

control system with the use of the 

Hawai‘i Space Flight Laboratory’s soft-

ware, COSMOS, to be implemented on a 1U CubeSat kit. .
Fall 2020
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Blake Sturges, a junior in 

Aerospace Engineering and Mechan-

ics, worked with mentor Dr. Miguel 

Nunes of the Department of Ha-

wai‘i Institute of Geophysics and 

Planetology.  The project focused 

on testing the attitude determi-

nation and control systems (ADCS) 

for a 6U CubeSat Mission to demonstrate a way to 

study Earth’s properties in Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR).

Evan Takushi, a junior in Mechan-

ical Engineering, focused his research 

on designing open-source cube satel-

lite structures to optimize and design 

a structure for the Artemis CubeSat 

kit. He was mentored by Dr. Frances 

Zhu of the Department of Hawaiʻi

Institute of Geophysics and Planetology.

Kalila Phillips, a junior in Me-

chanical Engineering, worked on 

integrating hands-on satellite lab 

modules for a space mission de-

sign course in the public domain. 

The main objective of this project 

was to develop an open-source text-

book that revolves around a low-cost 

spaceflight-ready CubeSat kit. Guid-

ance was provided by Dr. Frances Zhu of the Depart-

ment of Hawaiʻi Institute of Geophysics and Planetology.

Megan Li, a junior in Electrical 

Engineering, worked with Dr. Rado-

van Milincic of the Department of 

Physics, Kapiʻolani Community Col-

lege. Her project was on the inves-

tigation of galactic density profile 

around supermassive black holes (NGC 

3842 and Holmberg 15A). The prima-

ry source used to compute data was from the High Energy 

Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC).

Fall 2020 -  
Spring 2021

Spring 2021

Spring 2021

Spring 2021

Kaua‘i CC Trainee Intern 
Fall 2020

Honolulu CC Spaceport American Cup SDL 

Payload Challenge Team

Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

D’Elle Martin Cameron Hoffman

Jared Rhey Pasalo 
(Volunteer)

Janum Canonigo

Kapi‘olani CC Trainee Intern
  Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Katlynn Vicuna, a senior in 

Engineering, worked with mentor 

Dr. Aaron Hanai, Department of 

Math and Sciences at Kapiʻolani 

Community College, on the project 

Operation DECLUTTER, a project 

which collects data to show and 

catalog what space debris is in the 

orbit of Earth; separating what is usable technology 

from unnecessary debris. The project ultimately pur-

sues to provide a sustainable and safe environment 

for future launches to inner orbit and outer space.

Fall 2020

Daniel Nafarrete, a sopho-

more in Electronics Technology at 

Kauaʻi Community College, was men-

tored by Dr. Georgeanne Purvinis of 

the Department of Electronics Tech-

nology. His project involved learn-

ing about the Kauaʻi Community Col-

lege’s satellite tracking ground station 

configuration, operation, and maintenance, to assist with 

missions for the Hawai‘i Space Flight Laboratory (HSFL).

Fall 2020
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      The Honolulu Community College team worked on two 

CubeSat small swarms consisting of a 1U and 2U CubeSat. The 

1U CubeSat was tethered to the nose cone of the high-pow-

ered rocket built by Windward Community College, while 

the 2U CubeSat descended independently with a parachute.

UH Maui College Trainee Interns
 Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

From left to right: Pal Isidore Casinto, Jedediah Kobo-
bel, Ian Pflug & Noah Franco

     The UH Maui College team’s participation in the 
NASA’s RASC-AL 2021 allowed them to design and 
build a prototype hardware that extracted water  
and assessed subsurface density profiles from sim-
ulated testbeds. The team constructed a full sys-
tem structure (including electrical sub-system and 
software system) that was suitable for the compe-
tition. The project will complete when the subsys-
tems can control the drilling process and produce 
clean filtered water from a buried block of ice. 

Graduate Programs: NASA Interns, 
Master’s Aprrentices, UOG Fellows

Mackenzie Lach, a Ph.D. 

student in Physics and Astrophysics, 

worked with Dr. William Warmbrodt 

of the NASA Ames Research Center, 

on the project titled “Exploring Sci-

entific Objectives and Feasibilities for 

Future Rotorcraft Missions to Mars.”  

Her research involved exploring po-

tential applications for payload-carry-

ing rotocraft at Mars and analyzing their feasibilities. She 

collaborated with engineers from both the NASA AMES Re-

search Center and the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).

HSGC NASA Intern

Kaiaka Kepa-Alama, an M.S. 

student in Mechanical Engineering, 

who was guided by Dr. Frances Zhu of 

the  Hawaiʻi Institute of Geophysics 

and Planetology.  His research project 

was titled “Planetary Surface Rover 

Localization in Permanently Shad-

ed Regions”. The goal of this project 

was to develop a novel navigation 

method by combining absolute localization and terrain rel-

ative navigation (TRN) for an autonomous rovers in  the 

permanently shadowed regions (PSR) of the lunar surface.

Spring 2021 - 
Summer 2021

Fall 2020 - 
Spring 2021

HSGC Master’s Apprentice

Windward CC Project IMUA Apophis 
Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

Connor Wilson Jared EstradaPatrick Ng

         The Windward Community College E.S.R.A team worked 

on the fabrication of a hybrid rocket. The recent motor test 

yielded results comparable to other hybrid motors. A success-

ful deployment test resulted in the installation of the rock-

et’s avionic components and the completion of construction.

Ahmyia Cacapit, a senior in Biol-

ogy at the University of Guam, studied 

aerosol effects on the health of marine 

life and analyzed the growth rates of 

cultured phytoplankton exposed to 

aerosol particulates that was collected 

from drone-heights, at sea level. This 

research supports ocean and tropical 

fisheries management as well as NASA’s 

global studies of ocean ecosystems. She was mentored by Dr. 

Michael Orr of the College of Natural and Applied Sciences.

University of Guam Fellows 
Spring 2020 - Spring 2021

Spring 2020 - 
Summer 2020
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Jonelle Sayama, a master’s stu-

dent at the University of Guam, in en-

vironmental science was guided by Dr. 

Romina King from the Micronesian Area 

Research Center. Her study area was to 

map the effects of sea level rise on Guam’s 

Mangrove Forests. The use of unmanned 

aerial vehicles were deployed to create 

3D maps of the study areas. The main purpose of this study 

was to gain a better understanding of Guam’s mangroves.

James Pangelinan, a gradu-

ate student at the University of Guam, 

studying environmental science worked 

with Dr. Chris Yeo from the Water & 

Environmental Research Institute.  His 

project focused on statistical model-

ing of extreme precipitation processes 

within the Pacific Islands regions with 

the use of General Climate Models (GCMs). GCMs helped 

to describe reasonably well the main features of the dis-

tribution of basic climate parameters at a global scale. 

Spring 2021 Spring 2021

University of Guam Fellows 
Spring 2020 - Spring 2021

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS 

ON THE APPLICATION PROCESS

CONTACT US @

L: HSGC OFFICE/UHM CAMPUS POST 501
P: (808) 956-3138 

  E: hsgc@higp.hawaii.edu
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UH Maui College - RockOn! Workshop 2021 
By  Amanda Tuttle, Byron-John Delacruz, Christopher Serrato, Eric Macintyre-Lewicke,

Kolby Kikuchi, Jedediah Kobobel, Pal Casinto, and Paul Schooley (Trainees/Interns)

UHMC RockOn Team posing for a photo

   The RockOn workshop allows college students from

 all over the U.S. to participate in a hands-on experience for a 

sounding rocket payload. The workshop is normally held in-person 

at the Wallops Flight Facility in Virginia but was held remotely this 

year as a virtual experience due to COVID-19. The Colorado Space 

Grant Consortium (COSGC) boxed each kit with the necessary hard-

ware and documentation for the project. From 04/16/2021 through 

05/05/2021, our team met in the classroom three to four times a 

week at the University of Hawai̒ i Maui College (UHMC). We have 

four teams that participated, each team consisting of two people. 

The kits were shipped to every team participating in the event.  

      The kits were organized with a mix of live and recorded 

video sessions that were required to be followed while the 

construction of the kits proceeded. We then had to care-

fully construct and rigorously test each step of the payload 

kit before shipping them back to COSGC to be selected for 

flight. Since the rocket had limited space available, not all 

kits were able to be flown, so a selection process was held 

live via zoom in May. 

     On the first day of our virtual workshop, we conduct-

ed our first unboxing. We proceeded to work on the Solder 

101, an exercise that consisted of a small circuit with a 555 

timer and an LED powered by a 9V battery. Safety precau-

tions were met by placing a grounding mat on our table and 

electrical static discharge (ESD) straps fixed on our wrists. 

After our circuits were constructed, the circuits were test-

ed by powering them on and monitoring indications of the 

blinking LEDs. This little exercise was a good refresher to 

make sure our soldering skills were prepared for little to no 

mistakes with the building of the actual rocket experiment. 

The teams then began to measure radiation levels with a 9V 

battery using the Geiger Counter kit. The Shield board attached 

to an Arduino mega consisted of an accelerometer, a high-G 

accelerometer, a temperature sensor, a pressure sensor, a gy-

roscope, a humidity sensor, and a gravity switch (G- switch). 

Would you like to make an online donation to 
Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium? 

Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

Secure online donations may be made through the 
University of Hawai‘i Foundation website.
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Temperature & Relative Humidity vs. Time 

Low Accelerometer vs. Time

Gyro vs Time

       The RockOn online workshop was successful and a ben-

eficial learning experience despite the obstacle of COVID-19. 

We are fortunate to have been chosen to participate in such 

an interactive and educational workshop. As students from 

a small island that often lacks opportunities and resources, 

we are grateful to be given a monumental experience that 

we know is hard to come by. The UHMC team would like to 

thank the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium for allowing us to 

be a part of the program and COSGC for guiding us through 

the workshop. The RockOn workshop has given us a mem-

orable experience in our education that will be cherished.

      After loading the flight code into the Geiger and Shield 

kits, we collected and transferred data to an excel file. The 

Geiger counter, the Shield, the g-switch, and the batter-

ies were all integrated to secure the technology onto the 

deck plate. After carefully examining the entire system, we 

shipped our payload back to COSGC to be tested through 

zoom, where they performed the final tests on our kits. (see 

Figure 2) on the payload were collected.

Sensor array secured to mounting plate

     A live drawing was performed to select 28 payloads to 

fly on the rocket. It was announced that three out of four 

UHMC teams were selected. The scheduled launch day was 

unfortunately postponed one day due to weather conditions. 

The rocket was successfully launched by NASA in Wallops, 

VA. The payloads were then shipped back to us. The mea-

sured data from the SD card on the payload were collected.
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Summer Internship Experiences
By: Melia Okura, Former HSGC Intern

Melia Okura

      Hi, my name is Melia Okura, a soon-to-be Computer 

Science graduate from Brown University. This summer I was 

privileged to participate in the HSGC Internship Program 

with the General Dynamics Mission Systems’ Kauaʻi office. 

My project was to develop a prototype of a touchless auto-

mated attendant called the LinusBot. The concept for the 

LinusBot is a programmable system composed of inexpen-

sive commercial computing hardware that would be capa-

ble of detecting humans, asking basic questions, and doing 

simple decision making. Our application of the LinusBot 

aimed to help process visitors in a hospital or clinic setting. 

      During this internship, my fellow intern and I devel-

oped our LinusBot prototype to detect a human from a vid-

eo stream and automatically ask them questions typically 

asked before entry to a healthcare workspace. This would 

free up staff to do other tasks and help limit interpersonal 

interactions. We used the NVIDIA Jetson Nano single-board 

computer for the base hardware, the Jetson Developer’s kit 

for basic software packages, a digital camera module for 

the live video, and modified open source inference software 

for image processing. Our final product was a system that 

successfully interacted with identified humans and saved 

observation data to a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file.

       Using object recognition software was new to me and 

I found its possibilities intriguing. I’ve expanded my knowl-

edge of working with AIs and neural networks, as well as 

become more familiar with new implementations of the Py-

thon language. I learned how to extract information from the 

object detection software, format it, and save it as a CSV 

file which can be viewed in various spreadsheet programs.

      Working on this project during the COVID-19 pandemic 

provided an opportunity to develop skills in remote collabo-

ration. The pandemic greatly impacted workplace norms and 

the GD Staff and interns were mandated to work from home. I 

was unsure of how this change would affect the workflow. Be-

ing in the same physical office space had always been valuable 

in past internships. Instead, we relied on web-based tools to 

communicate and work with the team virtually. We used Con-

fluence to share documents, pictures, videos, and other files, 

and Jira, to create and track goals in an Agile Scrum work-

flow. Daily and weekly communication over web conferenc-

ing software were also key to keeping everyone connected.

      In the end, it was a very rewarding experience offering a 

fantastic project to work on and a chance to develop skills in 

working with object recognition AI and online collaboration. 

These skills will be valuable in my future and I am grateful to the 

HSGC for the opportunity to be in the program and learn them.

      This was also the first time I used the web-based 

software GitLab for code documentation and collabora-

tion. The workflow of branching off of the main code file, 

working on a single feature, and merging it back to the 

main code takes getting used to but I found this to be a 

valuable skill to develop for future team coding projects.

A still image of live video object detection in 
action. Here the software is identifying a 

person as a person, highlighting them in a box 
and showing that it is 95.9% confident in its 

identification.
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K-12  EDUCATION- By: Art Kimura, HSGC Education Specialist

Astronaut Lacy Veach Day 
of Discovery
     The 2020 virtual Astronaut Lacy Veach Day, sponsored 

by Hawaiian Electric and the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consor-

tium, was held on October 24, 2020, as a YouTube virtual 

event, each of which has received 1600+ views (5,000 par-

ticipants) from Hawaiʻi, California, Colorado, Florida, Cana-

da ,and Japan.  Included in this first virtual Veach Day were 

welcome messages from Maile Chatlos, daughter of Charles 

Lacy Veach, Hawaiian Electric President Scott Seu and As-

tronaut Chris Cassidy from the International Space Station, 

keynote speakers, Master Navigator Nainoa Thompson and 

Astronaut Bill Shepherd, and messages from Diana Barcena, 

sister of Charles Lacy Veach and Astronauts Joe Acaba and 

Stan Love. Workshops included electrolysis of water (Oce-

anit), rotocopters (Hawaiʻi Space Flight Laboratory), carte-

sian divers (JPL Solar System Ambassadors), light painting 

(Kauaʻi Community College), Center of Gravity (College of 

Engineering), galaxy cruise (National Astronomical Observa-

tory of Japan), Coding to rendezvous with the space station 

and landing on target (NASA Office of STEM Engagement), 

chemical reactions (Hawaiʻi Science Teachers Association), 

and density and planet formation (Imiloa Astronomy Center). 

Several STEM professionals from Hawaiʻi were featured, each 

of whom asked a question for the Galaxy Treasure Hunt in 

which participants were invited to live virtual tours (NASA 

JPL, Vertical Gardening, Cow Eye dissection,  Oceanit, Ha-

waiʻi Space Flight Laboratory, Citizen Forestry).  Art and Rene 

Kimura were guests on KHON-TV Kupuna Life) and ThinkTech 

Hawaiʻi to share the upcoming virtual Astronaut Veach Day. 

90 students from Matsuyama Minami High School, Ehime, Ja-

pan reported to school at 7:00 am on a Sunday to partici-

pate in the virtual Astronaut Lacy Veach Day of Discovery.
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        The Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium has been instru-

mental in expanding access to educational robotics in Hawaiʻi 

by coordinating qualifying tournaments and leagues and the 

state championships, by working with event partners and team 

mentors and teachers and using grants to support program 

expansion, and new schools, resulting in increasing access to 

students. Despite the ongoing health restrictions due to the 

pandemic with many schools on virtual or hybrid modes, there 

were virtual live qualifying skills events conducted in Hawaiʻi 

with 96 registered Hawaiʻi teams.  The virtual events allowed 

teams to participate statewide and even beyond Hawaiʻi. 

Three virtual state championships (middle and high school 

VEX VRC, elementary VEX IQ, middle VEX IQ) qualified 25 

teams to the virtual World Championships held in May 2020.  

The Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium provided the oversight 

and coordination of the virtual judging for the state cham-

pionships which included reviews and scoring of the submit-

ted electronic engineering notebooks, live virtual interviews 

,and deliberation for and selection of the judged awards. 

VEX Scholastic Robotics

“ We are still new to VEX IQ robotics at our school, but 

our students are passionate and very dedicated. We can 

continue to offer the program only because of generous 

institutions such as yours. Thank you for everything you do 

for the students and bring the joy of learning to them. ”   

 - Jenni Uchida, Hahaione Elementary School

“ I was introduced to VEX IQ over four years ago by Art 

and Rene Kimura. I was already interested in the world of 

robotics; our school had been participating in First Lego 

League. But VEX IQ turned this interest into something 

more within me. Instead of pitting one team against anoth-

er, this program encouraged the students to work together 

with other teams. It challenges students to actively involve 

them in problem solving, got them to think more critically, 

and taught them the engineering process. Over the years, 

the VEX IQ program has continued to fuel the passion I now 

have for robotics. I have seen my students become more 

engaged in STEM, and it has opened the door for them 

to possibilities and opportunities not previously imagined 

or experienced. You cannot imagine the joy felt to hear 

a student say, ‘I LOVE robotics! I think I’d like to be an 

engineer now! ”
 - Carole Kono, Gus Webling Elementary School
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STEMFEST
(FEST: Families Exploring)  
Science Together)
     Schools in Hawaiʻi are hosting the Hawaiʻi Space Grant 

Consortium’s STEMFESTivals. These free programs feature 

science demonstrations, information about NASA-support-

ed educational opportunities, and hands-on activities for 

the students, parents ,and teachers. These evening fami-

ly STEM programs encourage children and parents to work 

together, foster home/school partnerships and catalyze in-

terest in science and engineering as careers for children. 

The STEMFESTs use a NASA context of living in space, the 

exploration of the Moon and Mars, and the commercial 

Earth to orbit opportunities. Provided virtually live, the 

STEMFEST provided hands -on STEM activities for children 

and their parents using materials available in the home.

“ THANK YOU so much for sharing SpaceFEST with us last 

night. I am receiving emails from parents saying how great 

it was, and how their child really enjoyed it.  I knew it’s a 

different venue than hosting it in person, but you both did 

an awesome job. Again, thank you so much for everything.  

We truly appreciate you and Rene for sharing your knowl-

edge with us and making science fun. ”
      - Dave Morishige, Mililani Mauka Elementary School

“ Thank you thank you thank you for another great 

SpaceFEST! I appreciate you always reaching out to me 

with opportunities for our school. You two are simply 

amazing. I had so much fun watching the videos of you 

both doing all the science magic demos from home. I think 

you guys could add “YouTuber” to your long list of talents. 

I still learn something new every time I watch you folks. ” 

 - Katie Imanaka, Liholiho Elementary School 

“ Fabulous event Art and Rene! Thank you so much for 

sharing your knowledge, inspiration, and love for science 

with our students. Thank you. ”
       - Andrea Yuen, Kaunakakai Elementary School, Molokai 

“ Thanks so much for your awesome presentation! We 

loved your demos and hands-on activities...you did a great 

deal of work coordinating everything including the NASA  

footage, too.  Thank you both for supporting  Konawaena 

Elementary School students and teachers! ”
        - Nancy Tashima, grand parent of student participant 

“ We all enjoyed SpaceFEST! Thank you for the opportu-

nity to be a part of it. ”
          - The Anderson Family, Kaneohe Elementary School
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“ Thank you so much.  The students truly enjoyed them-

selves as evident on their smiling faces.  It was nice to see 

them getting excited about Science. ”  

      - Cynthia Takamoto, Mililani Mauka Elementary School 

“ We loved the Space Fest!!! Thank you soooooo much.  

Our principal was very happy too! Many thanks. ”
 - Karen Kimura, Kaneʻohe Elementary School 

Professional Development 
Workshops for Teachers

      Hawaiʻi Space Grant Education Specialists provide 3-hour 

hands-on STEM workshops each semester, for preservice 

University of Hawaiʻi Education majors (University of Hawaiʻi 

at Mānoa, University of Hawaiʻi West O‘ahu), and through 

grants, provide project-based STEM workshops for in-service 

teachers. The goal is to provide teachers with resources so 

that STEM lessons can be immediately implemented in their 

classrooms. NASA education links and resources are provid-

ed.  The workshops were provided virtually and included sup-

plies that were sent to the students before the workshops.

“ Thank you so much for providing the opportunity with 

the students. It was another incredible presentation. I love 

the changes you made to your digital platform showing the 

teacher candidates multiple ways to engage students on 

both an online and face to face platform was so beautifully 

done. ”   

 - Stacy George, Institute for Teacher Education, 

 University of Hawaiʻi Mānoa  

“ Thank you for a wonderful session today. I met briefly 

with the students afterwards and they were very apprecia-

tive of the day. I will share the new link you shared with me, 

as I know some are planning to join. You amaze me with 

all you are doing and how you are embracing this time and 

finding ways to spread your passion for science in this virtual 

world. I was amazed with all of the videos you created as 

well. I think you did an amazing job. ”
 - Lori Fulton, Institute for Teacher Education, 

 University of Hawaiʻi Mānoa

“ Thank you so much for your time, such fun interactive 
activities, science pack and for the advice and stories of the 
power of belief in a person. So inspiring and something I will 
definitely keep in mind throughout my educational and life 
journey! I will be joining in on the Lacy Veach Day! Please 
pass on any opportunities that me or my future students 
may be a part of! I intend to include science into my future 
classroom and would love to expand my knowledge so I can 
grow along with my future students!  Thank you for both of 

your time and passing along such valuable knowledge! ”
 - Kari Arakaki 

 (Lori Fulton’s science methods class), 10/22/2020
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Global STEM Connections

      Hawaiʻi  Space Grant Consortium Education Specialists 

continue to foster global connections which include collabo-

ration with the organizers of VEX robotics in Japan, and a new 

partnership with a Japan Super Science High School in Ehime, 

Japan, Matsuyama Minami High School. Ninety students along 

with teachers and other staff gathered at 7:00 am on a Sun-

day to participate in the virtual Astronaut Lacy Veach Day 

of Discovery. Following the virtual program, two Matsuyama 

Minami student research teams presented their reports to 

a panel of Hawaiʻi educators and scientists. A presentation 

on America’s space program including living and working in 

space was virtually presented to 60 students and staff mem-

bers at Matsuyama Minami High School. The program host, 

the Ehime International Office, reported that “a student said, 

“I’d like to be an astronaut.’ He has been dreaming to be an 

astronaut one day. At the age of 16, he feels like the dream 

seems to be something in his reach by watching your presen-

tation.  Isn’t it a success of your program? Although he has 

to make efforts, his dream has come in sight of his future 

option.” A two-month-long engineering design project called 

the Paper Roller Coaster was provided to Matsuyama Minami 

High School and Maryknoll High School in Honolulu, Hawaiʻi.  

      The project culminated with a 3-hour virtual exhibi-

tion of the 18 roller coasters which were reviewed by a panel 

of Hawaiʻi civil engineers. Two Ehime television news sta-

tions covered the event. One student said “At first when the 

teacher asked us to make a paper roller coaster, I thought 

it’s kind of child game but once we decided to make it, we 

need to know the knowledge of physics and planning, struc-

tural design ,and the importance of working together as a 

team. This was a great experience to think about my ma-

jor at the university and the future job.”  Matsuyama Mina-

mi High School and Waipahu High School in Hawaiʻi student 

research teams are conducting joint research along with 

a high school in Taiwan on the global issue of water. A fu-

ture research focus area will be on microplastics.  Several 

other Hawaiʻi high schools have expressed interest in con-

ducting joint research with Matsuyama Minami High School.
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Enhancing Geospatial Tools With Real-Time Capabilities and  
Developing VR Environments

By: Dr. Monique Chyba, Professor and Former HSGC Mentor
Dept. of Mathematics, University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa

FACULTY PERSPECTIVE

      This project started in 2018, as a collaboration with 

Dr. Oudrhiri from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

The goal is to design a data relay system and real-time 

onboard image analysis to be used for object detection 

and situation assessment by an Unmanned Aerial System 

(UAS) that can be deployed in hazardous environments, 

eliminating the need to upload acquired science data 

into the UAS base computer while UAS is experimenting.

Elizabeth preparing the drone prior to a flight. Ju-
lian and Elizabeth both obtained their drone pilot 
license from the Federal Aviation Administration. 

         On December 13th, 2019 Alan and Julian traveled to the 

island of Hawaiʻi to partner with Dr. Perroy, director of the 

Spatial Data Analysis and Visualization Labs, who studies the 

Rapid Ohia Death on the island for testing of the onboard im-

age analysis system in identifying diseased trees. The goal was 

to classify the sickness of trees (using color changes) and as-

sign a score to assess the “health” of a specific drone picture. 

Heatmaps were then developed by Elizabeth to provide a vi-

sual aide for these scores (see picture above. In addition, all 

models were generated through the program Metashape Pro 

by Agisoft. At which point some models were reduced in size 

and injected into a VR environment using the Unity Engine.

Analysis of heatmap vs. reality.

     The students also worked on detecting human motion 

from drone streamed images to quickly recognize periodic and 

calm motion vs panicked thrashing, which could prove very 

useful for instance in rescue missions or open water swimmers 

or surfers to assess calm swimming versus drowning. It tracks 

in real-time, for multiple people, and most of their contribu-

tion was to provide a mathematical visualization of data using 

the proper configuration space (torus for two arms). A field 

testing was done at the UH baseball field with 3 people lying 

on the field and the task being to find the injured individual.

       The students also worked on detecting human motion 

from drone streamed images to quickly recognize periodic and 

calm motion vs panicked thrashing, which could prove very 

useful for instance in rescue missions or open water swim-

mers or surfers to assess calm swimming versus drowning.

      Julian Prereda (Fall 2019), Elizabeth Swantek (Spring 

2020) ,and Alan Tong (Fall 2019-Spring 2020), all three un-

dergraduate students in Mathematics, have worked on the 

project as Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium Fellows. The proj-

ect has provided them with a unique exposure to a real-life 

application and partnership with NASA toward the launch of 

Ingenuity, the first Mars Helicopter currently deployed on the 

red planet. While the students worked with scientists from 

other fields, the primary emphasis of this project was on the 

development and impact of theoretical methodologies on he 

concrete application. One of the highlights for the students 

was the actual successful implementation of those method-

ologies on the field through drone flights and assessment of 

real situations such as rescue missions and Rapid Ohia Death. 
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It tracks in real-time, for multiple people, and most of their 

contribution was to provide a mathematical visualization 

of data using the proper configuration space (torus for two 

arms). A field testing was done at the UH baseball field with 

3 people lying on the field and the task being to find the 

injured individual. 

Alan Tong illustrating the Open Pose Algorithm

Angles of the Arms to transpose the Position from 
Skeleton to Torus. A real-time animation has been 

developed. 

      To conclude, it has been an absolute pleasure and honor 

to work with the support of the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consor-

tium (HSGC) on this project. The fellowship provided the stu-

dents an opportunity to delve into the world of robotics and 

automatization as well as data sciences and develop skills 

beyond traditional textbooks. Alan Tong is, since Fall 2021, a 

graduate student in Mathematics here at UH Mānoa, Julian is 

currently applying to graduate schools on the mainland and 

Elizabeth will be graduating her BS this year. I could not be 

more proud of them and I am looking forward to possibly 

working with more students in the future through the HSGC. 

Statistics for HSGC URI Program
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Remembering The Late Dr. Ed Scott
By: Dr. Jeffrey Taylor, Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology 

at the University of Hawai‘i

    With great sadness, our SOEST/HIGP ‘ohana an-

nounces the death of our friend and colleague 

Emeritus Professor Ed Scott. Ed passed away un-

expectedly on October 7, 2021, at his home 

in San Rafael, California. He was 74 years old.

      Ed was a superb scientist with a deep curiosi-

ty about the Solar System and its origin. He received 

undergraduate and graduate degrees from the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, England (he was born in Hes-

wall, England). While at Cambridge, he focused on 

mineralogy, crystallography, geochemistry, phys-

ics, and materials science. Ed joined HIGP in 1990. 

Throughout his career, Ed did innovative research 

into the nature and origin of all types of meteorites, 

from iron meteorites to origins of primitive compo-

nents in chondritic meteorites, the nature of process-

es operating in the cloud of gas and dust surround-

ing the Sun as it was still forming, and the accretion 

of nebular dust into asteroids and planetesimals.  

     He was a big thinker who liked complicated prob-

lems. His accomplishments were recognized by re-

ceiving the Leonard Medal from the Meteoritical So-

ciety, an international organization founded in 1933 

to promote the study of extraterrestrial materials 

and planetary science. The Leonard Medal recognizes 

outstanding contributions to the science of meteor-

itics and closely allied fields. Besides this award, Ed 

was also recognized by having Asteroid 4854 named 

“Edscott” in 2000 and by having the first natural oc-

currence of the iron carbide Fe5C2 named after 

him, edscottite. Ed was a devoted educator, teach-

ing courses at both the undergraduate and graduate 

levels. For many years he was Associate Director of 

the Hawai’i Space Grant Consortium, managing the 

undergraduate fellowship program, which links UH 

undergraduate students with faculty members to do 

research on projects in space science and engineering.

Edward Robert Dalton Scott (1947-2021)
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Retirement Party: Jeffrey Taylor, Klaus Kiel, Ed Scott

Fall ‘17 Selection Committee: Luke Flynn, Linda Martel, 
Ed Scott, Marcia Rei S. Nii, Rob Wright, Jeffrey Taylor

“ Deeply saddened to lose this quintessential gentle-
man’s gentleman, a scientist friend to all. Recently 
wrote that he was enjoying being a grandpa. The sud-
den loss hurts even more ”

- Rene Kimura, Former HSGC Education Specialist

“ In my memory Ed Scott is foremost an eminent sci-
entist in meteoritics, a research area  I was engaged 
in during my early career. Much later, when I became 
Ed’s colleague at the University of Hawaiʻi at Manoa, 
I learned about  Ed’s engagement and dedication to 
the undergraduate internship programs of the Hawaiʻi 
Space Grant Consortium. Ed shaped the program for 
almost two decades and has left a large legacy through 
his unwavering support of students and dedication to 
educating future space scientists and engineers, a leg-
acy we continue to support through our efforts and in 
his memory ”

- Peter Englert, HSGC URI Associate Director

“ Dr. Ed Scott was a great colleague and friend. He is 
already missed very much. In addition to his remark-
able accomplishments as a scientist, Ed was the man-
aging Associate Director of the Hawaiʻi Space Grant 
Consortium (HSGC) Fellowship Program for many years. 
During Ed’s tenure, very few Fellowship proposals were 
rejected, but many were returned to students for re-
writes and clarification of research topics. Ed always 
wanted to make sure that students had a great research 
experience and was dedicated to positive student re-
search experiences. Ed was an exceptional scientist, 
colleague, and friend. We are very fortunate to have 
had him as a member of the HSGC family for so many 
years. ”                                    - Luke Flynn, HSGC Director

“ We remember those halcyon days in the offices and 
hallways of the Hawaiʻi Institute of Geophysics and Plan-
etology (HIGP) when Ed would greet us, eager to discuss 
new research results and suggest a paper or two for PSRD’s 
review. And more often than not, Ed would write the ar-
ticle to post on the PSRD website. Besides the two of us 
co-founders, no one else has written as many articles for 
PSRD as Ed Scott. ”

- Linda Martel,  

Former HSGC Communications/Webmaster

Ed Scott and Family
(Photo courtesy of Marcia Rei Nii)

Ed Scott and his wife, Lisa Scott
(Photo courtesy of Marcia Rei Nii)
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Years of Service at HSGC (1994 - 2017)
Associate Director for the Fellowship & Traineeship Program

Ed At His Best

“ Ed was a deep thinker who challenged me to become a bet-
ter professional.  A true scientist who was one of the kindest 
person I got to work with and was always supportive of student 
research and of the HSGC undergraduate programs. He had a 
gentle soul with a voice that reflected his warm personality and 
caring heart that I will sadly miss.  I’m in disbelief of his pass-
ing, but at least I had the privilege and was fortunate to have 
worked with him for most of my years at space grant. ”

- Marcia Rei Nii, HSGC Program Coordinator
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“ What a ride….Aloha and mahalo for the privilege 

of helping to inspire the next generation of explorers. 

Thank you to the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium and 

Director, Dr. Luke Flynn, Executive Director, Marcia 

Nii, and former directors and other staff,  for the 

unique privilege of sharing NASA, the space program, 

STEM education including educational robotics, teacher 

professional development, Future Flight Hawaiʻi camps, 

community and family engagement programs, global 

STEM connections, and partnerships and collaboration 

with hundreds of volunteers, colleagues, and sponsors in 

support of the developing and expanding opportunities 

for students to aspire and to be inspired into STEM 

career paths during our 20-year journey with the Uni-

versity of Hawaiʻi. We have come full circle as Adria 

Fung becomes the Hawaiʻi Space Grant Consortium’s full 

time education specialist/robotics engineer; we first met 

Adria when she was team captain of the Sacred Hearts 

Academy Robotics team, a program we helped initiate 

and support.  She is the next generation of STEM ed-

ucators who had hands on experience as a student and 

a teacher and now will offer support and inspiration 

to the next generation of innovators and explorers. It 

has been a journey in education beyond imagination, 

with the deepest appreciation for your support and 

encouragement. ” 
 
- Art & Rene Kimura

What a ride

Right: New Hire, Ms. Adria Fung, 
Robotics Engineering Education Specialist

Mahalo from Art & Rene Kimura

Rene & Art Kimura

Dream Big
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HSGC AFFILIATES
UH Mānoa (Lead Institution)
 Dr. Luke Flynn, Director
 Dr. Frances Zhu, Deputy Director
 Ms. Marcia Rei Nii, Program Coordinator
 Mr. Arthur Kimura, Education Specialist
 Ms. Rene Kimura, Education Specialist
 Ms. Adria Fung, Robotics Engineering Education Specialist 

 Dr. Peter Englert, Associate Director, URI Program
 Dr. Dora Nakafuji, Academic Affiliate, Kamehameha
      -Kapālama Schools

UH Hilo
 TBA

UH Maui College
 Dr. Jung Park, Associate Director

University of Guam
 Dr. Romina King, Associate Director

Hawai‘i Community College
 Dr. Joseph Wilcox, Associate Director

Honolulu Community College
 Dr. Shidong Kan, Associate Director
 Mr. Helen Rapozo, Liaison

Kapi‘olani Community College
 Dr. Radovan Milincic, Associate Director
 Dr. Aaron Hanai, Liaison

Kaua‘i Community College
 Dr. Georgeanne Purvinis, Associate Director

Leeward Community College
 Dr. Bryson Padasdao, Associate Director

Windward Community College
 Dr. Joseph Ciotti, Associate Director
 Dr. Jacob Hudson, Rocketry Coordinator

Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium
Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
1680 East-West Road, POST 501
Honolulu, HI  96822

*The material contained in this document is based upon work supported by a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) grant or cooperative agreement. Any opinions, find-
ings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of NASA.

Chartered under the National Space Grant College and Fel-
lowship Program in 1990, the Hawai‘i Space Grant Consor-
tium develops and runs interdisciplinary education, research, 
and public service programs related to space science, earth 
science, remote sensing, human exploration and develop-
ment of space, small satellites, and aerospace technology. 
We accomplish this through a variety of projects: Under-
graduate research fellowships and traineeships, innovative 
college courses, workshops for educators, educational web 
sites, public exhibitions, lectures, tours, primary school pro-
grams, space-themed evening programs, and much more.

Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

https://www.facebook.com/hawaiispacegrantconsortium

https://www.instagram.com/ spacegrant/
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